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THE TUNA LIVE BAIT SCARCITY PROBLEM IN LAKSHADWEEP 
AND THE OPTIONS FOR SOLVING IT 
G. GoPAKUMAR 
Vlzhtnjam Research Centre ofC. M. F. R. L.Vizhtnjam 
Introduction 
It is well-known that one of the principal 
methods of catching skipjack tuna, Katsuwonus 
pelamis throughout the world is the pole and line 
fishing using live bait. The lack of adequate sup-
plies of live bait is a major bottleneck for the 
development of pole and line tuna fisheries in 
Lakshadweep which is the only place in India 
where pole and line fishing is practised for catch-
ing tuna. The results of the recent live bait 
resource surveys at Lakshadweep indicated that 
year to year fluctuations in the availability and 
abundance of live baits is a natural phenomenon 
which is caused mainly by the variability in the 
recruitment of the various species into the lagoon 
environment. One of the options for solving the 
live bait scarcity problem is proper utilisation of 
the available resources by evolving imporved 
methods of capture, handling, transportation and 
holding of bait fish. The other alternative is to 
supplement the natural bait fish resources by 
culturing suitable species of live baits. The 
problem of live bait scarcity and the options for 
solving it are discussed in this communication. 
The sources of information for this account 
are from published accounts by scientists of 
CMFRI who have worked on the live bait and pole 
and line fishery for tunas. 
Live bait resource 
The chief live bait resources of Lakshadweep 
Islands are reef associated fishes with localised 
distribution comprising sprats, pomacentrids, 
apogonids, atherinids and juveniles of caesionids. 
Spratelloides delicatulus is the only live bait exten-
sively exploited currently for tuna pole and line 
fishery in the various islands of Lakshadweep ex-
cept: Minicoy. At Minicoy besides S. delicatulus 
other bait fishes are also collected. The live bait 
fishes can be classified into two major groups 
based on their habitat distribution patterns : (a) 
resident forms which have specific habitats and 
mostly in association with live corals, coral sand 
etc, attaining sexual maturity and spawning in 
the same habitat and (b) migrants that are 
recruited into the lagoon habitat, which may stay 
in the lagoon for short periods ranging from a few 
days to about two or three months at a time and 
emigrate as suddenly as they appeared inside the 
lagoon. The chief resident forms are Chromis 
caeruleus, S. delicatulus, S. gracilts and species of 
apogonids. The major migrant forms are Lepi-
dozygus tapeinosoma and species of caesionids. 
Live bait scarcity 
The scarcity of live bait at Lakshadweep, 
often being reported in recent years can be attrib-
uted to four main reasons : (a) increased demand 
for bait fish (b) dependence on single species (c) 
fluctuations in the seasonal recruitment of mi-
grant bait fishes and (d) environmental degrada-
tion. These are discussed below. 
(a) Increased demand: Consequent on the 
mechanisation of pole and line fishing vessels, the 
mechanised fishing fleet increased from nine 
boats in 1963 to about 300 in the eighties. There 
is thus certainly a greater demand for live baits 
than in the past. 
(b) Dependence on single species : In the 
various islands other than Minicoy only S. 
delicatulus is being exploited at present as live bait 
whereas the live bait resource surveys conducted 
by the CMFRI have proved that reasonable good 
quantities of live bait fishes of both migrant and 
resident forms belonging to pomacentridae, apo-
gonidae and caesionidae are available around 
Agatti, Bangaram, Perumul Par, Suheli Par and 
Bitra which are the other major tuna fishing areas 
of Lakshadweep. The dependence of tuna fishery 
on a single species viz. S. delicatulus creates ex-
ploitation pressure and consequent scarcity of 
this species. 
(c) Fluctuations in the seasonal recruit-
ment of migrant species: The live bait resource 
surveys conducted by the CMFRI during 1986 -
'87 indicated S. delicatulus, S. gracilis, Rhabdamia 
gracilis, Chromis caeruleus and Caesio caerulaureus 
to be the abundant species in the various islands 
and the resurvey conducted in 1988 showed that 
the caesionids viz. C. caerulaureus and Pterocae-
sio chrysozona, the apogonid Ostorhynchus apo-
gonides, the sprats S. delicatulus and S. gracilis 
and the pomacentrid Chromis caeruleus were the 
only abundant species in the various lagoons. 
The catch rate and species abundance exhibited 
wide variations in both the surveys. These results 
indicate that year to year fluctuation in the availa-
bility and abundance of live baits is a regular 
feature. Variability in the recruitment and settle-
ment of the different species in the lagoons could 
be the main cause for the year to year fluctuation. 
A homogeneous reef habitat will contain an as-
semblage of fishes which will be drawn from a pool 
of species capable of occupying that habitat. The 
relative abundance of a species at a particular 
period will be subject to large scale fluctuation 
depending mainly on the variability in production 
and survival of larvae, variable patterns of force 
and direction of water currents and variability in 
the precise microhabitat requirements of different 
species. Chance colonisation as well as habitat 
sharing also play significant roles in determining 
the community structure. 
(d) Environmental degradation : Indis-
criminate dredging and blasting of the coral reef 
habitat seem to have caused altered current pat-
terns, resulting in siltation in the areas of coral 
growth and caused the death of coral colonies and 
the resident live bait species. At Minicoy lagoon, 
corals of all genera and species have suffered 
mass mortality during the past few years. The 
large number of Acropora thickets that formed the 
habitat of many live baits are dead and disinte-
grated. Excessive siltation as a consequence of 
blasting of the reef as well as dredging the lagoon 
is identified to be the major cause for this mass 
mortality. The environmental degradation de-
prives the bait species of the specific microhabi-
tats to settle at the end of their post larval pelagic 
life. 
Options for solving the live bait scarcity 
(a) Better Utilisation of captured bait: 
Studies were conducted on eight species of com-
mon live b a i t s of Lakshadweep namely 
S. delicatulus, S. gracilis, Chromis caeruleus, 
Rhabdamia gracilis, Archamia fucata, Caesio 
caerulaureus, Pterocaesio chrysozona and Prane-
sus ptnguis for reducing mortality at various 
stages of capture and handling. The results 
obtained one given below. 
(i) Capture and transfer to bait tank: In 
the traditional method of capturing S. delicatulus, 
the school is first enclosed with an encircling net 
and then concentrated at one portion of the net 
which is lifted and the fishes are transferred to the 
bait tank. In this method, the overcrowding of the 
fish at one portion of the net causes considerable 
stress and injury to the fish. Again while trans-
ferring the fishes to the bait tank, they are ex-
posed out of water for a few seconds and during 
this brief period, heavy mucous loss occurs, re-
sulting in large scale mortality of the fish. The 
average mortality ranged from 30 - 80% depend-
ing mainly on the size and quantity offish caught. 
When the encircled school was kept in the net 
immersed in water without overcrowding them for 
a few minutes and then slowly transferred along 
with sea water using buckets to the bait tanks, the 
average mortality was reduced to 10 - 25%. The 
atherinid P. ptnguis which was also collected by 
the encircling net was found to be comparatively 
hardy and the mortality immediately after capture 
was negligible, even if the fish were crowded and 
transferred to the bait tank by lifting the net. 
The other bait fishes are traditionally caught 
by lift net. Here also, the fishes are crowded at 
the middle of the net during hauling and exposed 
out of water for a few seconds while transferring 
them from net to bait tank. The average initial 
mortality of S. gracilis collected by this method 
ranged from 5 to 20% depending on the size and 
quantity of fish caught. Here, the mortality was 
brought down to below 5% when the fish were 
kept in the net immersed in water for a few min-
utes without overcrowding and then slowly trans-
ferred by buckets with sea water. Chromis 
caeruleus, R. gracilis, A. fucata, Caesio caerulau-
reus and Pterocaesio chrysozona were very hardy 
and the average mortality soon after capture was 
below 5% even if they were subjected to stress 
conditions like crowding and transferring them to 
bait tank by lifting the net. However, juveniles of 
all the species were relatively more susceptible to 
stress and mortality than their adults. 
(ii) Holding and transportation in the 
bait tank : About 2 kg of S. delicatulus (approxi-
mately 4,000 numbers) of the common size range 
(30 - 45 mm (in a traditional live bait tank of 1.6 
x 0.8 x 0.8 m) with continuous water circulation 
is the optimum level of holding this species. Over-
crowding beyond 3 kg per bait tank resulted in 
heavy mortality of the fish. S. gracilis is also 
susceptible to overcrowding. About 3 kg of fish 
(approximately 3,000 numbers) of the common 
size range (40 - 60 mm) in the bait tank with 
continuous water circulation is the optimum level 
for this species. The other species studied exhib-
ited better tolerance to crowding in the bait tank. 
These species could withstand a density of about 
5kg in the bait tank without significant mortality. 
The approximate numbers in 5 kg of fish of C. 
caeruleus, R. gracilis, A. Jucata, Caesio caerulau-
reus, P. chrysozona and P. pinguis of the common 
size ranges (35 - 65 mm, 45 - 55 mm, 50 - 65 mm, 
45 - 70 mm, 50 - 65 mm and 35 - 65 mm 
respectively) were 2,000, 3,500, 2,000, 2,500, 
2,500 and 3,300 respectively. 
Introduction of pomacentrids, apogonids 
and S. gracilis to the bait tank containing S. 
delicatulus resulted in the mass mortality of the 
latter. S. delicatulus could co-exist only with P. 
pinguis, while S. gracilis, R. gracilis and A. Jucata 
could co-exist in the same tank without singifi-
cant mortality to any of them. The caesionids, 
apogonids and the pomacentrid studied also 
could co-exist in the same tank provided that the 
tank was not overcrowded by more than 5 kg total 
weight of fish and continuous water circulation 
was maintained. 
(iii) Survival in captivity : The survival 
in captivity of the different species was studied 
for a period of ten days starting from the day of 
capture, under laboratory conditions. Sprats 
exhibited the least capacity for survival in capti-
vity. About 86% of S. delicatulus were dead during 
the first day and all the fish were dead by the third 
day. S. gracilis was more tolerant to captive 
conditions than S. delicatulus. Here, for the first 
three days the cumulative mortality was about 
50% and then gradually decreased and from the 
sixth day there was no significant mortality. The 
cumulative mortality was 66% during the period 
of experiment. The caesionids namely C. 
caerulaureus and P. chrysozona were relatively 
more tolerant to captive environment. Here, for 
the first three days the mortality was about 20% 
and thereafter the mortality was insignificant. 
The cumulative mortality of C. caerulaureus and 
P. chrysozona for the period of experiment were 24 
and 22% respectively. The apogonids are also very 
hardy and survived well in captive conditions. 
The mortality of apogonids was about 10% during 
the first day and thereafter the same was very low. 
The cumulative mortality of R. gracilis and A. 
Jucata were 18 and 16% respectively. The 
pomacentrid C. caeruleus is also quite suitable for 
captive conditions. Here, during the first two days 
the mortality was about 15%. Then the mortality 
rate became very low and after the fifth day there 
was no mortality; the cumulative mortality was 
19%. The atherinid P. pinguis also showed 
hardiness to captive conditions. During the first 
two days the mortality was about 18% and 
thereafter it became very low. There was no mor-
tality after the seventh day and the cumulative 
mortality was 25%. 
In general, it is seen that all the species 
studied showed proportionately high mortality 
during the first day of the experiment. Except S. 
delicatulus which is highly susceptible to captive 
conditions, the other species could overcome the 
initial shock and stress of capture and after the 
sixth or seventh day, they were fully acclimatised 
to captive conditions and thereafter no mortality 
occurred. Obviously, S. delicatulus is not a 
suitable species for storing in bait tanks or pens 
for longer periods whereas all the other species 
studied can be stored for longer periods if nece-
ssary. 
(iv) Reduction of mortality of S. deli-
catulus by exposure to reduced salinity : The 
effect of exposure to different concentrations of 
sea water for reducing the osmoregulatory stress 
and bringing down the initial mortality of S. 
delicatulus was studied. In 100% sea water (35%o) 
the percentage of mortality due to shock was 
highest within one hour of capture, which aver-
aged to about 70%. The respective mortality of the 
fish in 75% sea water and 50% sea water averaged 
to 24.7 and 11.0%. During the first day in the 
laboratory, after changing all the fish to 100% sea 
water (salinity 35%o) the percentage of mortality 
was highest for the fish exposed initially to 50% 
sea water which averaged to 63.1%. The same for 
the fish in lOOand 75% sea water was 24.6 and 
38.6% respectively. On the second day, the 
percentage of mortality was highest for the fish 
exposed initially to 50% sea water which averaged 
to 13.8%. The same for the fish in 100 and 75% 
sea water were 0.8 and 10.7% respectively. It can 
be seen that the mortality from the time of capture 
to the end of the second day in captivity was 
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relatively low for the fish exposed to 75% sea water 
immediately after capture, which averaged to 
74.1%. The percentage of initial mortality for the 
period for the fish exposed to 50% sea water 
immediately after capture averaged to 87.8%. The 
same was very high for the fish without exposure 
to reduced saline water, which averaged to 96.4%. 
It is seen that, in the case of S. delicatulus 
a very high rate of mortality due to shock at 
capture was seen within one hour of capture when 
they were transferred to 100% sea water. The 
lowest percentage of initial mortality was in 50% 
sea water. However, of all the fish which were 
initially exposed to reduced salinities and then 
changed over to 100% sea water, the fish that had 
been exposed to 50% sea water had the highest 
mortality during the following two days. Hence 
when the cumulative mortality is taken, it is seen 
that the maximum survival can be had when the 
fishes are exposed for two or three hours imme-
diately after capture to about 75% sea water and 
then transferred to 100% sea water. However, if 
the fishes caught are for immediate use as live 
bait, exposure to 50% sea water appears to be 
more effective. 
(b) Rearing ofbaitjlshes : The second 
option for solving the live bait scarcity is to 
supplement the natural baitfish resources by 
cultured live baits. Though fragile, many species 
of whitebait anchovies are reported to possess 
most of the qualities of good bait fish. Since there 
is a good resource potential of whitebait anchovies 
in the southwest coast of India, investigations 
were undertaken at Vizhinjam to develop suitable 
methods for their capture, transport and stocking. 
Rearing of some species of Stolephorus and few 
other small-sized fish was done within the break-
water area at Vizhinjam. 'Well-type' cages made 
of nylon netting were employed for the purpose. 
The fish were collected from lift net operated 
during night using lights and during morning 
hours, as well as from commercial boat seines. 
They were transported to the cages in large plastic 
cans and buckets. The period of transportation 
offish from fishing site to the rearing cages ranged 
between ten minutes and one hour, mortality in 
respect of Stolephorus buccaneeri during trans-
portation and during the first two days after 
stocking put together ranged from 10 - 20% and 
low thereafter. Transporting about 100 fish of 
about 75 mm average length in cans of 50 litre 
capacity and continuous changing of sea water 
during transportation were found to reduce the 
initial mortality of the fish. It survived in the cages 
for about three months. Similarly S. devisi was 
also found to be hardy; it survived in captivity for 
about two months. In the case of S. bataviensis 
and S. tndicus, the initial mortality was very high 
and the fish hardly lived for more than a few hours 
after stocking. The periods for which other fishes 
were reared in the cages were : Ambassis 
gymnocephalus for nine months; Pranesus duo-
decimalis for five months; Sardinella gibbosa for 
two months and S. longiceps for four months. 
Initial mortality on capture, during transportation 
and stocking was negligible for the foregoing four 
species of fish. 
Mortality of the fish is the major problem for 
the utilisation of Stolephorus spp. as live bait. It 
occurs at several stages viz. at capture, during 
transfer offish from net to bait tank, during trans-
portation and during stocking in cages. Injury 
caused to the fish during capture would lead to 
large scale mortality later. Since the different 
species of Stolephorus exhibit varying degrees of 
hardiness, mortality offish varies with the species 
composition of collection. The most hardy white-
bait anchovy in the area was found to be S. 
buccaneeri followed by S. devisi Hence it is sug-
gested that any attempt to utilise the whitebait 
anchovies of Indian seas as live bait should be 
directed towards utilising S. buccaneeri and S. 
devisi 
Recommendations 
1. The fishermen of different islands other 
than Minicoy need training for the rational exploi-
tation of live bait fishes other than the currently 
fished S. delicatulus. Exploitation of the species 
belonging to pomacentridae, apogonidae, cae-
sionidae and atherinidae in addition to sprats, 
which is being practised at Minicoy can reduce the 
bait fish scarcity at Agatti, Bangaram, Perumul 
Par. Suheli Par and Bitra. 
2. Maximum utilisation of available bait 
resources by reducing the mortality of baits 
during capture and transporation is of prime 
importance for solving the live bait scarcity. 
Among the bait fishes of Lakshadweep, the sprats 
are highly prone to large scale mortality by the 
crude methods of capture, handling and holding 
which induces the maximum stress environment. 
The following precautions can minimise the 
mortality of sprats at the different stages : keep-
ing the captured bait in the net itself immersed 
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In water without overcrowding them for a few 
minutes and then slowly transferring them in 
small quantities by buckets along with sufficient 
sea water; allowing the fish to swim from one 
captive condition to another; keeping the fish in 
reduced saline water immediately after capture; 
stocking only the optimum quantity of fish in the 
bait tank; avoiding introduction of different groups 
of bait fishes in the same tank; maintaining a 
continuous circulation of sea water to ensure the 
required dissolved oxygen, temperature and pH 
range; using a live bait tank of dark blue or green 
colour and removing predators from bait tanks. 
The present tendency of the fishermen to capture 
large quantities of baits when they are available 
and overcrowd them in the bait tank which 
induces the lethal stress environment and conse-
quent loss of bait should be discouraged by 
fisheries development agencies in the islands. 
3. Bait fishes which were conditioned to 
captive environment were found to acquire in-
creased resistance to injury which significantly 
reduced their mortality during subsequent han-
dling. Hence holding the fish in pens for a few 
days to acclimatise them to captive environment 
can be advantageous if the bait fishes are to be 
transported to distant areas for tuna fishing. The 
feasibility of large scale bait fish holding experi-
ments at Lakshadweep in order to condition the 
fish to withstand the stress of transportation to 
areas bait fish scarcity needs to be investigated. 
4. Intensive culture of suitable live bait fish 
is another option for solving the bait fish scarcity. 
But it is felt that a substantial initial capital in-
vestment is required for the construction of brood 
ponds, wells, water storage tanks, the land for 
locating these facilities and costs of equipments 
such as pumps, compressors, generators etc. 
Recurring expenditures such as maintenance of 
equipments, electricity, food, labour etc are also 
involved. At Lakshadweep, the cost involved for 
capturing natural baits is meagre and hence it is 
felt that the economic feasibility of utilising cul-
tured baits has to be investigated before ventur-
ing into intensive culture programmes. 
5. The delicate coral reef ecosystem which 
provides the microhabitat requirement for the re-
cruitment and settlement of live bait fishes should 
be protected from degradation while implement-
ing developmental programmes in the islands. 
SEED PRODUCTION AND COMMERCIAL CULTURE OF THE SEABASS, 
LATES CALCARIFER (BLOCH) AT SINGAPORE AND ITS LESSONS FOR INDIA 
P. BENSAM 
Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute, Cochtn 
and 
P. NAMMALWAR 
Madras Research Centre o/CMFRI, Madras 
The "Seabass" or the "Giant perch", Lates 
calcarifer is of prime quality value fish in which-
ever locality it occurs. Distributed mostly in the 
central and eastern Indian Ocean region, it is 
common in Australia, Burma, India, Indonesia, 
Malayasia, Papua (New Guinea), Philippines, Sin-
gapore and Thailand. In view of its easy adapta-
bility to low saline waters including fresh water, 
this fish has assumed great value for culture in 
recent years. Popularly called "Bhekti" in India, 
it is found along both the east and west coasts, 
but is more common in Bengal region where it is 
cultured in ponds, canals, bheries and paddy 
fields. The Central Marine Fisheries Research 
Institute has been carrying out experiments for 
achieving its artificial propagation. The All India 
Co-ordinated Project onBrackishwater Prawn and 
Fish Farming of the Indian Council of Agricultural 
Research has collected data on the availability of 
the seed resources of this fish along the east coast, 
Kerala and Goa as well as carried out some 
experiments on its culture during the seventies. 
That artificial production of its seeds is possible 
has been proved in Thailand by collecting spawn-
ers from the wild. This is followed by breeding the 
fish in tanks under captivity and production of the 
first batch of induced-bred fry there in 1973. 
In Singapore, the first successful breeding 
by using hormonal injection has been achieved in 
1982 at the Marine Aquaculture Section of the 
Primary Production Department (PPD), Govern-
ment of Singapore. Since then the Department 
has been refining the technique, resulting in an 
annual production of about one million seeds in 
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recent years. Also, commercial culture of the 
Seabass in floating net cages in the sea, which 
was started in the seventies, has been refined. 
With these technologies, the PPD, in co-operation 
with the FAO/UNDP Network of Aquaculture 
Centres in Asia (NACA) and the International 
Development Research Centre of Canada (IDRC) 
have organised a Workshop at. Changi (Fig. 1) in 
1986 for transfer of the technology to other 
countries in Asia. The present authors have 
participated in the Workshop at Singapore, from 
1 - 9 - 1986 to 10 - 10 - 1986. Since artificial seed 
production and intensive culture of the Seabass 
are yet to be realised in India, the salient features 
of these aspects observed at Singapore are 
presented in this paper. 
Seed production 
Various aspects of seed production carried 
out at Singapore may be considered as follows: 
Spawner characteristics and requirements 
L. calcarifer matures at the age of about 3 
years at Singapore, when it measures about 60 cm 
in total length (TL). Since it is a protandrous 
hermaphrodite, usually younger fish in the age 
group of 3 to 5 years, 60- 120 cm T L and 2 - 7 
kg in weight are males and older fishes in the 
group of 4 to 7 years, 110 - 150 cm T L and 3 -
12 kg are females. 
The broodstock for seed production is ob-
tained either by collection from the sea or by 
raising from young stages in floating net cages in 
the sea. In the former case, a period of six months 
is required for the fish to recover from the stress 
of capture as well as for conditioning to the 
confined environment of the net cages. The stock 
is kept in such localities in the sea as are sheltered 
from strong waves of not more than 2 m height 
and away from strong currents of not more than 
1 m/sec. The hydrological conditions suitable for 
the stock are : 28 - 31°C temperature, 27 - 31%o 
salinity and more than 5 mg/1 dissolved oxygen. 
The holding net cages are of 5 m length (L), 5 m 
width (W) and 3 m height (H), with mesh sizes of 
2.5 cm. Stocking density is not more than 10 kg 
biomass/m2. To ensure effective water circula-
tion, the net cages which are fouled are changed 
every month. The stock is fed with trash fish such 
as Upeneus and Sciaena, at a rate of 2 - 3% of body 
weight. Experience has shown that effective inter-
play of the sexes and higher fertilisation take place 
only when males and females of the same age 
group are selected for breeding. However, the 
sexes of different age groups can be induced to 
spawn when they are conditioned by keeping 
them together for a period of 4 to 5 months. 
The spawners should be healthy, active and 
free from parasites, diseases and injuries. They 
are examined once in 3 - 4 months for selection 
to breeding. After selection, the fish is lifted up 
with a scoop net and its head and eyes are cov-
ered with a black hood, in order to prevent the fish 
from struggling while handling. In females, the in-
traovarian ova are sampled by catheterisation and 
such of those which contain spherical, nonadhe-
sive ova with a mean diameter of 0.45 mm or more 
are taken for induced breeding. Among males, 
such of those which ooze out white and creamy 
milt under gentle pressure with hands are the 
suitable ones. 
Hormonal treatment 
Two hormones are used for induced breed-
ing of the Seabass, viz, (a) Luteinising Hormone 
- Releasing Hormone a (LH-RH a) and Human 
Chorionic Gonadotropin (HCG), both found to be 
equally effective. The dosage depends upon the 
maturity condition and weight of the spawner, 
lower if the maturity is advanced and vice versa. 
Generally, the dosage rate for LH - RH a is 6 - 75 
\i g/ kg weight of the fish and for HCG 40 - 250 
IU/ kg. The dilution is so adjusted that the 
volume of each injection is lesser than 2 ml/ fish. 
If more than 2, ml is to be injected, the solution 
is divided into two equal parts and injected at two 
different sites of the body. Since intra peritoneal 
injections are likely to injure vital internal organs, 
intra muscular Injections are preferred. The 
usual site is at about 3 to 4 cm below the soft 
dorsal fin, where a scale is lifted up and the needle 
is inserted into the muscle at about 45° inclina-
tion for about 1 cm depth. After injecting, the 
needle is drawn out gently and the fish is carefully 
transported to the hatchery in a fibreglass tank, 
for releasing into the spawning tank. 
Hatchery practices 
The lay-out of a hatchery for producing 
2,50,000 seeds of the Seabass at a time is shown 
in Fig. 2. For experimental purposes however, 
smaller tanks of fibreglass or concrete of 10 to 40 
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Fig. 1. Map of Singapore showing the four localities in Johore 
Straits between Malayasia and Singapore indicated in 
obliquely striped lines as well as Changi where the 
Marine Aquaculture Section is situated. 
m3 capacity in circular or rectangular shape may 
be used. It has been observed that spawning in 
larger tanks of 40 - 100 m3 has produced eggs of 
better quality than those in smaller tanks. The 
number of spawners in each tank is so adjusted 
that for each 1 kg biomass of fish there is 1 m3 
of water. To ensure effective fertilisation, the 
number of males in each tank should be equal to 
or preferably one or more higher than the number 
of females. Spawning tanks are provided with 
continuous flow of fresh sea water and moderate 
aeration. 
After hormonal treatment, usually 3 to 6 
spawnings are observed within the first six days. 
Fig. 2. Lay out of a hatchery for production of 2,50, OOOnumbers 
of Seabass fry of 2.5 cmTL at a time (By courtesy of Mr. 
Lim Lian Chuan of Marine Aquaculture Section). C. T. 
Chlorella rearing tanks, DST. Dormitory for Scientists 
and technical staff, FPA. Feed preparation area, GPA. 
Generator, pump sets and accessories, LB. Laboratory, 
LT.Larvae rearing tanks, N. S. Nursery tanks, OF.Office, 
RT. Rotifer rearing tanks, ST. Spaqner tanks. 
mostly between 9.00 P. M and 2.00 A. M. 
Generally, the first spawning gives only a smaller 
number of eggs, about 0.28 million/female or 
even less. The bulk spawning takes place mostly 
on the first, second and third days following the 
day of hormone injection. The total number of 
eggs spawned ranges from 0.83 to 3.09 million/ 
female, with mean at 1.73 million. After spawn-
ing, the eggs are collected from the spawning tank 
by a soft egg collecting hand net of 0.2 mm mesh, 
on the morning after spawning. These eggs are 
placed in plastic buckets for separation of unfer-
tilised and fertilised eggs, the former by siphoning 
them out from the bottom where they sink. For 
incubating the eggs, small, circular, fiberglass 
tanks of 1 m3 capacity provided with moderate 
aeration are used. The density of live eggs in these 
tanks can be upto 0.2 to 0.3 million per each. The 
eggs are 0.80 to 0.85 mm in diameter, with mean 
at 0.82 mm. A single oil globule of 0.25 to 0.27 
mm in diameter is present. The first hatching at 
a water temperature of 27 - 28°C occurs at about 
15V2 hours after fertilisation; and by the 16th 
hour all the eggs are found to hatch out. 
Rearing of larvae and fry 
The larvae and postlarvae are reared at first 
in indoor tanks until they metamorphose into fry, 
by about the 20th day after hatching. Circular or 
rectangular tanks of 1 to 40 m3, provided with a 
sloping bottom, a drain pipe and moderate aera-
tion are used for this purpose. After cleaning the 
tanks and the accessories, the healthy eggs are 
transferred to them at about 1 or 2 hours before 
hatching, at a density of 10,000 to 30,000/ m3. 
Egg capsules, dead eggs etc are siphoned out. In 
the afternoon of the second day after hatching .the 
mouth is formed and the postlarvae measuring 
2.5 mm T L are ready to feed. To begin with, the 
postlarvae are fed with the rotifer Brachionus 
plicatilis by adding the latter at a low density of 
2 - 3 / ml of water on the second day. The density 
is increased to 3 - 5 / ml from the 3rd to the 10th 
days and to 5 - 10/ ml from the 11th to the 15th 
days. By the 11th day the postlarvae measure 
about 4.5 mm T L and are ready to accept the 
nauplii of Artemia. The rate of supply of the latter 
is less than 0.2/ ml until the 12th day, increased 
to 0.5 - 1.0/ ml from the 13th to the 20th days. 
The fresh water crustacean Moina macrura may 
also be supplied in small numbers of 0.10 to 0.15/ 
ml from the 18th to the 20th days. In order to 
serve as the food of rotifers, the microalgae 
ChloreUa and Tetraselmis are cultured in plastic 
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bags (Fig. 3) and are added to the rearing tanks. 
These algae increase the oxygen content of the 
water and bring down the concentration of 
ammonia in it, thus serving as "water conditioner" 
for rearing the early stages. 
In the course of the first 20 days after hatch-
ing when they grow to about 8 mm T L, the 
postlarvae have undergone metamorphosis, be-
come pigmented dark in colour with vertical 
stripes and present a brownish appearance, then 
they are called "fry". Survival from hatching to the 
fry stage of rearing is about 35 - 42%. 
Fig. 3. Photograph of plastic bags with C/ilorella under culture. 
Rearing fry into Jingerlings 
On metamorphosis into fry by the 20th day 
when they measure about 7 - 1 0 mm T L, they 
have become stronger and are adaptable to rear-
ing in outdoor tanks and "Hapa" net cages in the 
sea itself. For outdoor rearing, circular tanks of 
1 to 8 m3 capacity and having 0.8 to 1.0 m height 
are used. Stocking density varies depending upon 
the size of the fry, 5,000/m3 for those smaller than 
1 cm; 4.000/m3 for those of 1 - 1.5 cm; and 2,000/ 
m3 for those of 1.5 - 2.5 cm T L. Generally, hapa 
cages are used to rear fry longer than 1cm. These 
are made up of soft, knotless nylon material with 
a mesh size of 0.5 to 1.0 mm, in the diamensions 
of 1.2 m L, 0.6 m W and 0.8 m H. To protect the 
hapa cages from strong currents in the sea, 
fibreglass tanks without the bottom are used to 
enclose them. Survival from the 20th to the 60th 
day, when the fry attain about 3.5 cm is about 
40%. Fry smaller than 1 cm are fed with nauplii 
and preadults of Artemia and Moina at rates of 
0.25 to 1.0 and 0.15/ ml respectively. From the 
size of 1 to 1.5 cm, they are fed with minced meat 
of trash fish and Acetes. This is done by using 
a "feeding cylinder", made of nylex and covered 
with a 3 mm mesh of knotless nylon. The minced 
food is smeared on the surface of the cylinder and 
the young ones can be seen pecking at the 
smeared food. After 1.5 cm the fry can accept 
minced trash fish alone; and they are fed to sa-
tiation three times a day, morning, late morning 
and late afternoon, at a rate of 8% of their body 
weight. 
Since the Seabass is cannibalistic, the 
larger ones eating up the smaller, it is essential 
to grade them from the fry stage onwards into 
different size groups. This is effected by using 
plastic basins with circular perforations of the 
desired diameter at the bottom, for selecting the 
larger sizes and for leaving out the smaller ones. 
The fry are reared in this manner in hapa cages 
in the sea until they attain about 7 - 1 0 cm T L, 
when they are about 2 - 3 months old. At this 
stage they are ready for stocking in large meshed 
grow-out net cages, for commercial culture. 
Commercial culture 
Intensive commercial culture of the Seabass 
at Singapore is carried out at present only in net 
cages in the sea, confined to the Johore Straits, 
between Malayasia and Singapore, vide Fig. 1. As 
in 1986, there are four localities of farming, one 
in the northwest and three in the north - east. 
There are 64 farms, occupying a total area of 33 
ha. The farming practices may be dealt with as 
follows: 
Selection of sites 
The site for net cage farming should favour 
the setting up and maintenance of the grow-out 
structures and the environmental conditions 
should be optimal for the survival and growth of 
the fish. Topographically, sheltered areas are the 
best, protected from strong winds and waves. 
Bays, estuaries, lagoons and inland seas are the 
ideal ones. The waves should not be more than 
a height of 0.5 to 1.0 m, because stronger waves 
are hazardous to the farming structures. In order 
to facilitate flow of water below the cage for re-
moval of uneaten food, faeces and debris from 
below the net cages, the water depth should be 
atleast 2 m more than the height of the cages. If 
the latter is 2 - 3 m, the water depth should be 
atleast 5 m. Since strong water currents result 
not only in excessive strain to the farming 
structures but also distort the nets and affect the 
growth of the fish stocked, the maximum speed of 
the currents should be ideally less than 0.5 m / 
sec, and In any case should not exceed 1 m / sec. 
In high turbidities, fouling organisms can grow 
well on nets and silt particles clog the gills and 
lead to suffocation for the fish. Hence, the water 
should be clear and the turbidity should be less 
than 5 mg/ 1. For farming tropical fishes the 
suitable mean water temperatures are between 27 
and 31°C. which is ideally available In Johore 
Straits. The dissolved oxygen should be prefera-
bly 5 ppm or more, but should not be less than 
4 ppm; optimum salinity should be 26 - 31%o ; 
pH should be 7.8 to 8.3; and Chemical Oxygen 
Demand should be 3 mg/ 1 or less. Areas of 
excessive phytoplankton growth have to be avoided, 
as also areas of heavy growth of fouling organisms 
like barnacles, tunicates, algae and worms. 
Besides, the farming area should be accessible 
from the shore. 
Construction of rafts and floating net cages 
The timbre used for rafts is derived from the 
tree, Dryobalanops aromatica. For suspending a 
net cage of 5 m x 5 m the logs selected are 7 m 
L, 0.10 m W and 0.07 m H. For fastening them, 
suitable bolts, nuts, nails, washers and brackets 
are used. The semi diagrammatic representation 
of such a single unit is presented in Fig. 4; and 
the lay out of a farm with 32 such raft units is 
shown in Fig. 5 A. For floats, plastic drums of 200 
4 m m. 
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Fig. 4. Diagrammatic representation of a single unit of raft 
frame, with floats (A) and metal brackets (B). 
capacity are used. The number of floats is so 
adjusted that there is atleast 70% of replacement 
of water; thus 400 drums for the farm shown in 
Fig. 5 A. The caps of the drums are sealed off with 
bitumen or fibreglass sealent; and, the drums as 
well as the logs are painted with antifouling paint, 
before assembling. 
Net cages in Singapore are made of syn-
thetic fibres such as polyamlde (P A) and ployeth-
ylene (P E). The latter is cheaper, with a higher 
breaking strength and abrasion resistance than 
the former. Depending upon the sizes of Seabass 
stocked, three kinds of cages are used in intensive 
culture, viz, Hapa, Nursery and production cages. 
The first two are smaller than the third, measur-
ing from 2 m L x 2 m W x 2 m H to 5 x 5 x 2 -
3 m H. The hapa are made of knotless netting, 
while the nursery and production cages are of 
knotted material. Depending upon the size of the 
fish to be stocked, meshes of the hapa range from 
7 to 10 mm, while those of nurseries from 9 to 25 
mm. Production net cages vary from 3 - 5 m L 
x 3 - 5 m W x 2 - 3 m H , with mesh sizes of 25 
to 50 mm. They are either rectangular or square 
In shape. For setting a net cage, it is lowered in 
water within its raft frame, the main line is 
secured tightly to each corner of the raft and each 
bottom corner is fastened to the lower end of a 
pipe (Fig. 5 B) running through a metal bracket 
at each corner (Fig. 5 C) by a rope system. 
Anchors used for mooring are of the conventional 
type such as metal blocks or containers filled with 
concrete (Fig. 5 D). Photograph of part of a farm 
constructed is shown in Fig. 6. 
Culture practices 
Fingerlings of 7 to 10 cm T L are stocked in 
hapa, in the range of 100 - 150/ m3 and reared 
there for about a month, till they attain the size 
of 12 - 15 cm T L, weighing 80 - 100 g. In hapa 
cages the fingerlings are supplied with chopped 
pieces of trash fishes about 0.3 to 0.7 cm in size, 
while In nursery cages the size of pieces can be 
about 1 cm and in production cages it can be upto 
about 2.5 cm. The rate of feeding in hapa and 
nurseries is 10% of body weight (B W), while in 
production cages it is 5 to 8% of B W. For fishes 
of 500 g weight or more, only a quantity of about 
3% B W is needed. Feeding is done once or twice 
in a day, usually in the morning and/ or towards 
the evening, at slack tides to prevent food particles 
from being washed off. After 2 to 3 months, the 
stock measuring 1 5 - 2 0 cm T L and weighing 
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Fig. 5. Diagrammatic representation of some aspects of floating 
net cages. A. Lay out of a 32 raft units farm, B. Metal pipe 
used for securing the ropes of net cages at the corners, 
C. Metal bracket used at each corner for attaching the 
pipe, D. Mode of anchoring the raft system at each 
corner of the farm. 
about 200 - 250 g is transferred from the Nursery 
cages in which the stocking density is 45 - 50/ m2, 
into the production cages at a stocking density of 
40 / m2. In about 3 to 5 months time from 
stocking in the Production cages, the fishes grow 
to the marketable size of 30 - 40 cm T L and weight 
of 600 - 800 g. The Food Conversion Ratio is 4.5: 
1. In some farms pelletted food made of fish meal, 
meat meal, soybean/ coconut meal, fish oil, 
vitamin and minerals with 70% protein, 3% fat, 
20% binder, 5% micronutrients and 2% antibiot-
ics has been under experimentation. The survival 
from the hapa stage till harvesting in the produc-
tion cages is 90 - 95%. 
Maintenance of farms 
For proper maintenance of the net cages, 
floats and ropes, marine fouling is the main prob-
lem encountered at Singapore. The fouling organ-
isms are mostly barnacles, tunicates and algae, 
rapid fouling being observed in areas of low tides. 
Since fouling reduces water circulation and add 
to the weight of the farm structures, the net cages, 
floats and ropes are changed once in two or three 
Fig. 6. Photograph of a part of the farm constructed by the 
Marine Aquaculture Section, PPD,Government of Sin-
gapore. 
months, depending upon the intensity of fouling. 
The fouling organisms are scrapped off and the 
structures can be used again and again. With 
such maintenance of the farm structures, their 
life span has been observed to go up to a minimum 
of five years. 
Diseases and therapy 
At Singapore, two diseases are found to 
affect the cultured Seabass; (a) Loss of scales and 
skin of the head, due to infection by the 
protozoan, Cryptocaryon trritans; and (b) Vibri-
osis, leading to inflammation and haemorrhage of 
the affected area. The former is cured by keeping 
the fish in 220 ppm of formalin for half an hour 
to one hour. In the early stages of Vibriosis, the 
antibiotics Sulphonamide or Oxytetracycline is 
administered for seven days, at a rate of 0.5 g/ 
kg of food or even Chloramphenicol at a rate of 0.2 
g/ kg for four days. 
Production and economics 
For harvesting, the net cages are hauled up 
and the fishes are caught by using large scoop 
nets. A Production cage o f 5 m L x 5 m W x 3 
m H has been yielding 600 kg, after 6 to 7 months 
of culture. A raft unit of 32 such cages, occupy-
ing an area of 5,000 m2 has been yielding 19.2 
tonnes per harvest and 38 .41 / year. After taking 
into account the expenses, the net profit has been 
calculated to be a total of S $ 77,200/- per year 
(about Rs. 4,50,000/-). 
Lessons for India 
At present in India, the marine finfish 
species receiving priority attention for experimen-
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tal culture and breeding in marine sector are the 
milkfish Chanos chanos, the mullets Mugil cepha-
lus, Liza macrolepis, Liza spp. and the related 
ones, Siganus, Etroplus and the like. Although the 
Seabass is available in India and is esteemed 
much more than any of the fishes indicated above, 
adequate attention has not been paid so far on its 
propagation and culture, except efforts by the 
Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute and 
survey of the seeds and culture by All India Co-
ordinated Project on Brackish water Prawn and 
Fish Farming during the seventies. That this 
species could be successfully bred and cultured 
in Thailand, Singapore and Philippines leads one 
to ponder as to why it cannot be bred and cultured 
in India also. With knowledge on the induced 
breeding technique available, it is possible to 
develop induced breeding and seed production in 
India also. Hence, it is high time now that the 
Seabass is brought into the list of priority species 
in the marine sector in India, for breeding and 
culture. Besides, research projects, preferably 
pilot ones on this aspect may also be included in 
the priority areas of brackish water sector. Since 
there are good markets for the seeds of the 
Seabass in Philippiness and Singapore, it will be 
possible to export the seeds and to earn foreign 
exchange for the country. It is worthwhile in this 
regard for agencies like the Marine Products 
Export Development Authority to initiate seed 
production of the Seabass for export. 
As per some publications, the Seabass 
breeds in the inshore sea along Muthupet coast 
in the southeast coast of India from October to De-
cember and it grows to an average size of 45.8 cm 
in the first year of its life. It is observed that for 
breeding purpose the fish has to migrate from 
Chilka Lake into the sea. In culture ponds it is 
known to attain 1.5 to 3 kg in the first year and 
5 kg in the second year. The fish is also stated 
to breed in Chilka Lake and its growth in the first 
four years is 28.7, 49.2. 68.7 and 79.7 cm respe-
ctively. Also, it has been stated that it breeds in 
the mouth of estuaries along the southeast coast 
as well as that it breeds in the sea only. From 
these, it may be said that nothing definite is 
known at present on the breeding and biology of 
this species in India. Hence, it is an essential 
prerequisite to undertake a detailed study of the 
biology, breeding and migration of this fish in 
different parts of the country as well as a survey 
of the maturity and spawning in different ecosys-
tems. With the knowledge available on the char-
acteristic features of the eggs, larvae, postlarvae 
and fry of the Seabass from Thailand it should be 
possible to identify the various early developmen-
tal stages, for mapping up the spawning areas and 
seed resources centres in space and time. 
For breeding and culture of organisms, one 
essential prerequisite is the availability of suitable 
centres and sites. When compared to the shel-
tered Johore Straits of Singapore, generally speak-
ing, the Indian coastal waters are not sheltered 
but are exposed to strong winds, waves, currents 
and tidal conditions, either throughout the year 
or during certain seasons. Hence, for large scale 
culture of the Seabass in India, coastal ponds may 
be more suitable than coastal waters. Also, along 
the coastal areas of India there are ecological 
niches such as bays, lagoons and estuaries which 
may be suitable for the culture of the Seabass for 
varying periods of six months to one year in 
floating net cages. In areas where floating cage 
culture is not possible throughout the year, 
rearing upto fingerling stage may be carried out 
in coastal ponds during the unfavourable period 
and rearing for fattening may be carried out in 
floating production cages in the sea during the 
calm season of the year. Also, in localities which 
are not deep enough for floatation, pen enclosures 
may be more suitable. With these aims in mind, 
a survey of the coastal areas to locate sites 
suitable for pond, pen and net cage culture of the 
Seabass in space and time appears to be neces-
sary. 
The availability of trash fish such as sar-
dines, silver bellies and sciaenids in order to feed 
the stocked material appears to be quite good in 
India at present. Besides this, it appears neces-
sary to develop a balanced diet acceptable to 
various growth stages of the Seabass. Some 
amount of basic research seems to be essential to 
formulate a pelletted food and to prepare it on a 
large scale depending upon the need. 
The authors are indebted to Dr. P. S. B. R. 
James, Director, Central Marine Fisheries Re-
search Institute and to the Indian Council of 
Agricultural Research, for sponsoring them to the 
workshop. Grateful thanks are due to the PPD, 
Government of Singapore, NACA and IDRC, for 
affording the opportunity and for financial sup-
port. Also, sincere thanks are due to Dr. P. V. Rao, 
Scientist. CMFRI, for kindly going through the 
paper, offering comments and providing some 
literature. 
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DYNAMITE FISHING IN THE CHALIYAR RIVER, NORTH KERALA* 
Dynamite fishing is known from all over the 
world and is prohibited by almost all the countries. 
It is banned in Kerala by the Fisheries Act IV 
section 4(1), 1897 and is considered as an offence 
punishable with imprisonment for 2 months or fine 
of Rs. 200/- . In the countries like Philippines, the 
penalty for the offence is imprisonment for 20 
years. The penalty is based on the fact that the 
method of fishing is dangerous to the fishermen 
and harmful to the aquatic life. It was further 
observed that many fishes sink to the bottom due 
to the damage caused to their air bladder and other 
vital organs by the explosion. Fishes are very often 
stupefied by the explosion for a short time only to 
die some time later. In spite of the ban, dynamite 
fishing is carried out stealthly due to the economi-
cal gains. But very little information is available in 
the literature regarding this method of fishing. In 
the present report the dynamite fishing prevelant 
in River Chaliyar is given. 
The dynamites (sticks) used for the fishing 
are those employed in the quarries for blasting the 
rocks. They measure 8 cm in length and 3 cm in 
diameter (Fig. 1). A detonator (aluminium cap) of 
length 38 mm and 7 mm in diameter containing the 
explosives is embedded in the centre of the stick 
(Fig. 2). The stick is wrapped with a wax paper. A 
fuse rod is inserted into the detonator which when 
ignited will carry the spark to the detonator result-
ing in the explosion. The length of the fuse rod 
varies depending on the time desired for the explo-
sion. The fuse rod will be short if the explosion is 
intended immediately and is longer if delayed 
explosion is required. When the shoals of fishes are 
sighted near on the surface, a short fuse rod is used 
and longer fuse rods are used when the shoals are 
seen at a distance (Fig. 3). The man who ignites the 
fuse smokes and keeps himself alert with a lighted 
cigar or beedi. When the shoal of fishes is sighted 
the fuse rod is lit by the cigar or beedi and thrown 
from the boat. The dynamite explodes violently 
splashing the water more than lOmetres high (Fig. 
4). Soon after the explosion the dead fishes can be 
seen floating (Fig. 5) and the fishermen jump into 
the water to collect them. 
Fishes like Mugil spp, Sillago sihama. Genes 
sp., Hemirhamphusspp., catfishes, Ambassisnana 
and juveniles of other fishes are usually killed. As 
the dynamites are used only when large shoals are 
sighted, catches sometimes range from 50 to 200 
kg per blast depending on the shoal. 
The fishing is carried out in a dug-out canoe 
using oars. Two or three fishermen usually go for 
fishing. Moon lit nights are usually selected for the 
operation. Often the dynamites are thrown from 
the banks of the river also. The dynamite fishery is 
resorted to during the summer months of March 
to May wh en the water level in th river is low and th e 
sea fishes migrate into the river due to the increase 
in the salinity. The dynamites are available locally 
as they are used for the quarries. Each stick may 
cost about Rs. 5 to 7. 
One of the serious hazards of the dynamite 
fishing is the physcial injury it may cause to the 
fishermen. Fishermen sustain grievious injuries 
(Fig. 7) in the arm if the dynamite explodes before 
throwing it into the water. It can be even fatal if the 
dynamite explodes while igniting the fuse. The 
injured persons normally do not get themselves 
admitted in the Govt. Hospitals fearing legal action. 
They get treated in local private hospitals reporting 
the injuries as fire accidents. Hence dynamite 
fishing accidents are not recorded. 
The dynamite fishing causes great harm to 
the ecology of the aquatic organisms of the river, 
besides destroying all the aquatic life in the periph-
ery of 15 to 20 metres from the site of the blast. The 
explosions are so powerful that large dents are 
made on the river bed. Topography of the river is 
also affected. The banks of the river caves in 
resulting in narrowing of the river causing prob-
lems to navigation (Fig. 8). Silting of the river also 
takes place. 
The dynamite fishing is a socio-economic 
problem. The fishermen who resort to the fishing 
are well aware of the dangers involved. But they opt 
for the fishing due to the eocnomic gains and as it 
is one of the ways to make easy money. As the 
fishing is carried out during nights in the interior 
areas with connivance of local people it is difficult 
for the police to monitor and check. 
The possible solution to the problem is to 
persuade the fishermen to desist from using the 
dynamites for fishing and offering alternate em-
ployment. 
• Prepared by : R, S. Lai Mohan, Calicut Research Centre of CMFRI, Calicut. 
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Fig. 1 Dynamite (Thotta') used for fishing. Fig. 2. Aluminum cap used in the dynamite. 
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Fig. 3. Dynamite about to be thrown Fig. 4. Explosion of a dynamite in water. 
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Fig. 5. Fishes floating after the explosion. 
Fig. 7. Forearm lost due to dynamite fishing accident when 
the dynamite exploded before throwing it. 
Fig. 6. Part of the catch: Sillago sp; Chorenemus juveniles. 
Fig. 8. Caved in banks of Chaliyar river due to dynamite 
fishing. 
ON A MINKE WHALE BALAENOPTERA ACUTOROSTRATA CAUGHT 
OFF KAKINADA COAST* 
In the early morning hours of 4th August, 
1985, the Kakinada artisanal gill net fishermen 
caught a medium sized live male baleen whale at 
70 m depth. They towed the whale with the help 
of two small trawlers into the Kakinada fishing 
harbour. It was later dragged on to the shore 
during high tide and was kept on show to the 
public under a tent erected for the purpose, for the 
next two days. 
The presence of about 50 throat grooves, the 
small dorsal fin markedly curved backwards and 
the prominent white band over the flippers 
suggested that the baleen whale was a minke 
whale belonging to the species Balaenoptera 
acutorostrata Lacepede. Some of the recent 
records of the baleen whales in the Indian seas are 
given in a Table. The following morphometric 
measurements (in cm) were taken : Total length 
(from tip of lower jaw to tip of fluke) 631, maxU 
mum girth 186 and maximum height 113. The 
animal was estimated to weigh about 8 tonnes. 
No injuries were observed on the body of the 
animal except those inflicted by fishermen by 
beating it with their wooden oars to control its fury 
and to mitigate the damage to the net. 
As these was no market value to the whale 
in the locality, it was towed by two small trawlers 
and was dumped far out at sea, 
TABLE 1. Strandings/ capture of baleen whales in the Indian seas in recent years 
SI.] 
1 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Vo. Date of 
stranding/ 
capture 
2 
19-7-1959 
(Stranded) 
21-4-1964 
(Washed ashore) 
9-10-1965 
(Washed ashore) 
25-5-1966 
Place 
3 
Kakinada 
Muloor, South 
Kanara coast 
Bombay coast 
Calicut 
Species 
(dead/alive) 
4 
Balaenoptera 
(Alive) 
Balaenoptera 
(Dead) 
B. physalus 
B. musculus 
(Dead) 
the 
sp. 
sp. 
Total 
length of 
specimen 
and sex 
5 
7.82 m 
15.76 m 
15.10 m 
1 3 . 5 1 m 
Reported by 
6 
C. Lakshmana Rao 
A. K. Nagabhushanam, 
M. H. Dhulkhed 
J. P. Kharbari, M. Aravi-
ndhakshan and K. Pra-
bhakaran Nair 
G. Venkataraman and 
K. G. Glrijavallabhan 
Reference 
7 
J. mar. bid. Ass. India, 
3 (1&2) : 273 , (1961) 
J. mar. bid. Ass. India, 
6 (2) : 323-325, (1964) 
J. mar. biol. Ass. India, 
8 (1&2) : 226-227, 
(1966) 
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* . ' IHHK # * F W arc an* ^ T Wm a j t im 3 r , ftW«w 
R*M»JI* ^ n - , * K ^ H « shifts ^t T ^ T $ 
^fo 3 ^ 5^1^ T HoWH ^T SttWItf f^fT *M[ t I $f tR 
*f ?5^T *f ^l?n^ T?T *3*mt % IS TOT ^ r^acTT £ % W& 
^ct ^ t viMrt^ M *f ^cnr-^R star T^T ui<fefcl<t> tiCTr 
1fr fifi«wi * w r star t i ^ i ^ fc *ft f^5cir ^ t 
W i % ^ n ? ^ TPf sni^r, fefc, < t f ^ , fc «wfo4t ^t 
trosr ^ r ^ R T v3q#r ^TTT t i ^jrcr ^rf 3^"V*i c f l^ 
5fl$ ^ft *f ^RT T$t T^T T^ S 3TPT 3TT5 $ «Ullft+t 
STCT K+lftkt itcff % 5TRT FtflT $, ftp^ft WRfi ^T 3lk 
^TT 1 ^ $ fotj ^fa 3F^ v5T^T TT 3JSFR f^5^T $ I 
^Efik * W$G ^ T I ^ fc w ftp 3t w*nft 
rtmilM % fafor «Mf % ^N^r *rc t^ sftfer f^rr «ncir 
$ I ftfoflk % t?H. 3Rft<M&ri« * 3MRT 3FT ^ 
isfoft ^ r # ^ ipr f^or wjrar 11 ^ i ^ ^ t ^ t a n ^ r 
«rr ^Rjcn-1 s T ^ ^ff 3?t Pi^ fRd an=rRT F I R t^cir t, 
$faj iraM, PRM ^ i anft % I^RJT # J T w t i t 3th" 
IRl# t ^t ^fT an^TTT 5f 3TICT $ 3fft"3t£t 3 1 ^ ^ " ^ 
iranr ^TMii '^W 2M<iHi, ^Ri4im« 5^t H ^ «ntcT 
snfe ^ i 
t i (30 ^Tf=r ^ct ^ t ^ t iffr (3n) xj^" ^ t «nfct ^T 
(3T) ^5# P^T 
%ff 3§t ^R5ir ^ i f I 1963 % 5f l# WIT fi^ 9 «ft 
c?t ^ % # 3TC#3f 531^ 5f ?^»t ^ T 300 ?t I^ St I 
(air) tj«p ^ wirtcT ? T 5iitTT 
3TK 3TIf 5TCT ^ 5 1 ^ Itr #i>pir * &$m 3TRT# 3tk 
^r tMi i , ^ # qrr, f^ir 3nf^  E^Ht *t ^ q^w 11 ^ f^ r 
w: sit^ T ^iar % T?r «!# f^ I^ <rtdi arr «n t^ t i 
# T n T W 3TK 3n?SKT 1986-87 * ^TH ^5T?r 
ffei^H, TTsstf^ rar iiMbu, iffim * ^ H 3fk ^ M 
^ 3tk 1988 ^ ^sraft i?r g * ^fgw ^ ^ w t f ^ r «l% 
# . 4»<<^ fli<tH 3flT i)d]+lUi4l *l^1vj)HI, W f t f f 
^ *iiiM fitful $uff ff 3iftR> *n r^ ff sffR*r<T «ft i 5tffT 
ffWI ff **** ^r 3k w%m ff irtt f^rar ftstft 
q£t I Iff % ffS^ff FtdT t % 3TI3 %Jt 3»t STRcIT " ^ 
y^d l ^ ^ffl ^SclK-^R T^ > RwRld W W t I Iff5>T 
5®T ^TTT 3*Tff ?f faftff «rrfcTqt * RsfcdtR 3 k 
flfe-ri^K ^5t t^Jcir £ I 
® ffqfa#R> 3R3PPT 
H3M fafcrat 35T 3J5qgR*TcT ctoHI^ H 3 k ^ f c 
i g j <ft sq^cT WJ ff oqR|*iH I^CTT t faff$ ffRTTff 
TWT 5RM 3Tff 3T$ fcft ff fff?£?FT ftflT t 3 k Iffff 
5RW ?rf^ wt 3k 3??f 3> w& «R: vjiilci^ t 5^T ffrar star 
3>T ffrft TOT ^3W t I 
(3T) JTOOT fo# T* 3 3 m ^RT ^ q ^ ^ 
rtiailM $ 8 ?ni^ ^ f ffr ^r^t * T ^ 3k ffffM 
% ^ TOff f f t ^ t ff^J. 3T 3Jff 35*ff % fc5?T ftf^ff ^?1T3K 
^T -3IHWT faffT «ff I 3FTOfff 3>T ffR*!Tff 3ft IT^T 
1 1 
I jrcnpr I^k" *te" & f TR: WHI**RUI 
IJfl. 3&«Wd,<M 3?t W3% ^ t MWI'kt ftfcT IPS 
^ t " ^ «ff?7 % W H 35T$ XR»^ ^ ffff^ 35t t^\ ff 
WMl'dRd ^ftffT £ I Iff ftfff ff Hejftwt ^ t I fSt ff 
WHidRd 3*ff % ^JR^ ^ R ffclT $ 3 k Mtf lM 3it 
% : W& t I **JMl\K«l $ 33ff H6J^ i4T 35t ^ SFT 
$$5^ tflfft % 3W5T S^TffT ffSclt t I Iff % 3JTft *»fe4t 
% TrenJfir t i 3{Rrrr 3k T^ t "^t ffe^wt 5^t ffrsrr 
% 3TmK ^ ^WRTr E^T 30-807. cRT ffer ^ I «JM 
ff *?»# Tf ffSf^t ^ t •5TR5' ff ^ t 3TRRR- ^tS'-'Tr^ % fatf 
ff^t «RT ff %«(!+< *R>Z ^T v3q% ^ T ^ ff^t «W ^ 
ffW ff^T t ^ t ff WHIclRd W$ % ^^ TcTT ^ t ^C 10-257-
?T^  «FT ftfcH4) ^  I ^ R ^PR «TRT % ff^t ff ^T# 
% 35T3* 1^ »% 1?r M^RPlS fr ft#^T ff Iff cT^ ^t 
a^rcaT ^ lt ^te qit i 
3FT ^  H«*R\4t ^ MWI'M fttcT % 3^ 5ffK fe^ 
STM % ^i^t «nfft 11 iff ftfff ff ^ Htffatf «rr?y ^ 1 % 
% ^ ?r X3TRT % 'M 'Tni ^ t «PT «nff ^ 3k «rc t^ t t^ 
^Hid<ul % ?^T j^3T 5^ ^S1^ ^  % Pl*lrt^l ^ T5ff 
% I Iff flfa % TOt 1?r TJH. Jftlfe^ S^t 3flffff ^^TcTT 
5 % 207. $ I W tift *t ^ SIR? «RT *f l ^ r ^ft 
Sft" ff^r «w % ^ N ^ - -^R: ff «Hidw ^T% % ^ i f 
57. ^ T ^& t^t i ^f^r ^ R T «&<«»<*«, aire. 
*ivl^l<i 3fffe^t^st ff 3k ^ % vssre* %?: €^-
ff BHidRd 3T*ff ^ fft 1 ^ HW<c1l ^C 57. % ^ff 
* I 
II. t T $ # • # PFTT $PT3T 
WTffT 2 %. TIT. TT^ f. ^ + | ^ « (cRftf 4,000 
m$t) r^?5ff ^ t f^ffr «rw <TR3R *<^WI^ X?^ «KmHw 
^STI^  ^ ^ " t^lff^T 3ff^lT 1.6X0.8X0.8 fff ^IcT t I 
STTcT ^ ^ » 2f ff3# 3 %. ]JT % 3TT^" #T IT MWdl' 
^fer ^ I 3iltHl«fertdl ^T 5mR ^T. « l^ fe« Tr # 
^TSff^ r^ srr i t^cK vM MR^H ^ I ^ I «IMK«I 3TR»TT 
^r % £?> (40-60 fff ffl) H^ T. ilWfe« % wm 3,000 
ff3?5t ^t^r 313^ t I 3JfT. JiftifoH, ^. H}^^. 
^ M 4*<i»^«, * . andl^lHi 3k * . M ^ r * 
ffsftrat 3»t «jnw igffdT vs^ ^m# ^ ffst^t % 3tftw 
^T. 3fo+id/M ^ %2: t ^ ff %nffr^ff, 
Wtifffff 3k TTff. Mfffeff 5T3ff qr ^ . ^ » H » i ^ 
^ oznw ff/5 ^  1 t^ . 3fo»i^i< 3k ir. fofarcr 
^ t T ^ ^ t ^ f f T ^ f f ^ r ^ ^ ^ T . ^T^RT, snr. 
3Uife« 3k TT. H^ 4>idl TI^ f t t ^ ff 3TT^ ffs^ffr 
% foff T? ff^ff t I 5 fa. 3T % ^ 5ff ffPSSTT ff f^ffT 
«w ^ R^ff ^> ff ^Rmti^ ff, TrqWtr^ ff 3k MtHi«R§s 
ffT I # fflF T^ > ft Zs> 5f TF ff^cT ^  I 
III TO^t ff4t 3RWT 3 aifa^lfadl 
t ^ i «ntcRt ^ t ^ t 3RFTT ff 3ffcpj|ti^n' W^ 
31BTOff fam «TT I Iff ff T^RT ^5t fffg ^ ff^ ff 3ff^> 
3t, ^ WT*PT 867- ^ I XJff. t t ^ J T ^ f f ^ 807- ^ 
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for if 3k T^ T. JlRifey 3>r soy. T ^ - 3R fcrt if w: 
i*r i TqCtsETT arcft % skR ^t *Mt ^wrar 667. 
t I 3t. 4><H»rilj« 3k t . *Wil»i)MI 5^t ^ W *F& 
Mftfclfa if 3>T 3teT l i t I S*!$ 15^ #T fcf 3»t c^*J 
3T ?JWT 20*/. t I ifaFT 3rafa if tf. <£<J<>dl$H 3 k 
t . 3>Tf#jtar *& *Mt ^ w mam 247.3k 22*/. 
ft 1 xrfrftf^r $t ^rg sr loy. t 1 ant. flfttou 3k 
% ^ q ^ - sSt *Mt ^cg ^ imfm is-/. 3k 167. 
t 1 Amities 3k # . ^frdnja ^ t tWcr %feq 
^m «TT 3k W$t *fat ^ 3T 25'/. «5t I 
3TEPR $ 3^17 tft i^fcWT. if trffaor % I S ^ f^ft 
if ^ i*3TT 3Tfoff t I TfH. t f ^ T ^ T 3Jt M*€*< 
^feisw j^w 3T^r "Rff ^ gr ^f^r 3RI *r*ft wfffi ^r 
%ST 33*$ ?5% fcft CRJ TOT W Wfffl t I 
IV ? * ^ WMft $*&*&%*&. 3fo4>|$d« 
* f ^ fafan <u«ito<ui if sts r^ * STTPT I T 3TST*H fair 
«rr 1 iftar % *ra?r $HT fa mm * ^ 757. *ggr 
m if s\$\ i t Hs*T^ 4t & ijrg ^- srasr % ww % 
^jft" far $ 3RT cl^ 3TR TT eFT ft i t $ I W T 
$ 3TC 50*/.^T W if 3T?5t i t HeJ^ wiT. 3>t ^ 3T 
87.8-/. 3k wj&i wm -m if H ^ t i t *fejRwl ^t 
3k?r ^ ^r 96.47. 3te Tit 1 
1007. flgsr w if ^T?H % gcg st ^CT # t f^er 
\3^RT ^ TRT 1^ >^  % WT? ^  T5^ t^ T W t t^ 757- <rW<fl<WI 
3k ^> r^ar 1007. ^Jt^ir ^ ^ r «^ 3f ^RHT 
t 1 
(3T0 fc i a W ?T T^I^T-tTT 
?JT^ fc Rtrtdl ^31% ^ 5t E^Tft crffaT ««ll<«cl 
^ ^BT 'Fir fa $R %Z ^Ntf^t ^ t 3>f vFrrfrPfr 5f ^5" 
^c i ^ q^?r ^r 3i«3fr fam viM^<*< ?1% % ^ TTT, 3fl$ 
CRT 5t 3T^T ,5l?5Rr W I «I^ M>I^ « 3Tfe ^ 
i^r 1 §«<J i^i ^ 5 R i^fe^r % ftf% "^-^Tfq*' 
^sr ^r ^q t i T^cT f 1 foqp: 'snw 3k ^ i l ^ ^ * t?r 
wrot %qwft i t Ha»Ri4f ^it ^ i lk . * ^ 1 3k ^ ^ 
% ireHHtTT 5^T CRT % *W$t MR«I6H >^t 3R t^ ^ T 
ftfa^ 3ki^> ^ ^ t « r ^ ^ 1 KIWH ^ ^ k R 3 k 
?r 10-207. 3k 3fl$ i^«r ^ T ^ 3 ^ 1 f^l«r 75 
R t ?^if * 100 Hsji^ i^t ^t 50 feCT uTfeir * 3R 
Jf i f t ^ T ^ r % 3k w& ?m H ^ K ^ [?R % ^roir 
^ ^ t ^ r i ^ t 3k ^ t *f ^ ^roi ^t »i#r cR> «iH^ T 
^ ^t 3k T^R" ^I^H WR faw mr «IT 1 I^ T ,«in' «rrfcit 
*f wm, if^FT 3k ^ f a i * ^fcn ^wtcir ^ T ^ r 
t 1 
t 1 ^r ^ ?f ^ I ^ M 3^yy ^ r i?r ^ ^ : ^ ) t , 
*js. ^+i-?i(l 3k 1 ^ ^R- ^H . ^ # 2r 1 
1) H R ^ ^ t e^ sg>r *ra?t ^ t ^Wf * ^ i t ^t 
J^T5W fc Slt^ T »K JJ^RSTT ^ »t 311 W*dl t I BTTCf 
* 3tfclftKT RH*1^ if 5I^T HlMI^>, ^ H>i)M t^ 
•JRltH^ 3k M^H^ % $m % 3FrfcT, 1^H»T, 
1*3^ ITT, ^ t m 3k t^ r % ?np ^  t^^rr 
2) sri^ %e: t^ ScTT w%& ^J i f gji^ or 3k ifa^r 
3TfafM v3l t l ^TqT 31c?rf^ g©T ^ l 4 t I 
3) ^€f iftfafrf * 3R^T ^ ! R 1?T §Z Htiicit if 
sricKta srfar a t e fairit qsft t am- FT$ 
Ms»!^ <Jt 3Jt ^S" fiNf $forr ^ if TER5T. ^ t 
MRIMCI $forr a r ^ w i * ^*pr *T^R $forj 
v3^% SJT^TT 3T% ST'IT I vf>t&£\*\ if H«jfo<Jt 3Jt 
xm^Ff ^ iw% a r g ^ ^ T f t ^ fair gftrcrr ^ st^ rr 
4) w& ^ fa<<Mi ^ t i^m% ^r 3fk xj^ :airrc 
TW ^ T *i3$t $ am- tf*rr w r t if %^ Rywi TSCTT 
am^f&rr, ^rf, TTCCT, Wrftrar, *T$ftrar, <n$Hr HftPwi), 
fofotoT, ftfTJC am- dNrtl-S ^ % ^ [ % I ftR ^ T 
«T?J if ?5T% #^ I #T $ J^TCT FTtf ^t if FT$ W^H ^ t 
yyydi ^ f T#t $1 TKW if arrr <tk TTT FT "*ta>ft" 353% 
t am- ^ f am- M ^ ^ Trot if *um<ui # r m- *ft ^m* 
fo if dirtnt, TftroT am" *n=G7 *fr ^ f if # FRJT *fa£r 
fow ^rar t i FT£ ^ n r ^fasfr $" foq; $ ^ *rg<£t 
HlfcWSl 3T#TR TO*TH 5TCT T^ft^ FT fo?r ^  | a^^f f 
ssrc? if 3^SRT w # i r am- * I ^ T ^ ^ *m#r^fo 
aT#iR Tfas 3t arn^ *m#r wrf^r HR^VJUI % ^ 
ere, ^ k?ir am- affair if FT i s^ t <fr %^f 3?t ^M^I^I $ 
arrest f^eri^ r farr i 
3$ 1982 if ftPTJT if SIFT^Ri vicMleH t^ TPT <fr W$ 
5*TCST ^RS" ST5FR 1^ir W I 1^1% t 1 ^ ¥ ^ [ t^ ^5^T 
«fM ^5Rt St3lfalfrq=FJ" ^T % ^ t % 3H" ^ g^T f^TT 
1%^ i TJ^PIT ^  apr ?^iT ?H> FT ci^-it^Hjt^ ^n" fawn 
vi4*<ult ^ t ^Htt^ t ^ folj Tfft ^ i t t^?t ^ t 
arww+cii $ i ^ [ i tT if Mi^ici* ^€t * sra^ 
^r ^ T ^ r ^ T t am- sflftsir tfsjfar ^ t * 
FTTT i 
5) ^tqt % fa+m ^ 5T4 ^ ^ T # ^ F T % ar^ R" ^ ^JTP' 
^ t ^ t ? E : ^ ( t ^ T r # T 0 am"^ RTST atcKf^ t^ iW 
aT#iH ^ 5 : (arrf ^t am: ^ t) ^ t « i^4)Pidi % ^ ^ i t 
STTT ^ 1986 if r^f% if T^j * i ^ i w i ampler 5^t i 
^ R J ! % t^ TRF 1-9-1986 % 10-10-1986 cRF t ^ T 
if i t ^ *i4*iirii if Tnr ^t i iKcrif # * $ t % 3 > r 
FT ^i^att =i5t g©r ?n% FT *Hi«iid if ?r^T ^t M 
1 1 
f$TJC if t^iir TUT ^ cMKH % t^FT 1^C? t^T 
5^K t I 
ftPTJC if T&. ^< f tU* i 3 ^ 5^t 3TTH if, «rf *T 
6o % ^t 5^t ?j^if aro ^ t r % MRW ?tcr f I ?r ^ f 
vi'M^'l #T % T^TT 3-5 ^ f ^ t aTTH * spf %, 
60-120 % # 5^t ^ farf am- 2-7 t^ > irr. TTC # r m^t 
f^m - *T3 t^, ^ «n% ^ t am- 4-7 ^ $^t ang 110-150 
$ ^t 5^t ^ y ^isnt am- 3-12 i%" JTT. T K 3T?ft ^ i w 
JT^t, ^ll^lirl 5^t ?tcit t I 
20 
4)\jflcMKH $ fat? 3JS«1* 3>T W T *RjT % TT 
fa#CT 3>T ^ T^T 3*$ t W T^tclT $ I W^t $R ^, IScft 
git w r gSt TRfMr % %$ R?T «IR $ftsxr ^ : T ^ 
3iNW* $ I ftfo 3Jt *WjT *f X$f FTR *f ^ ^ n - 1 x5R?T 
Wft g5t ^xf l f 2 # #C 5raiF V$> ^ ^ 3f XT^ j # % 
3tftH>^T?tl fl€fa> $ for 3igqt^T «!#T R*rfcT 5fl 
5Ft>R $ : 28-31° C WT, 27~31 0/00 ^ E W 3ffc 5 
fa W ^ t % 3Tfal>" fo$R 3fifaflviR I «TM W 5 # 
*& *farf 5 3t ^fert atk 3 ^ ^ftrf 3ftr 2.5 % 3t 
$• sirenr <fr v>iirtiRi^ f % w FRr *ufi?n i i w WHcii 
10 fa HT wfl'WMI/^ t2 % 3TR3> ^ t FRT ^nfllf I 
ymcj*i(\ *m HK*II*H if^ERr g*% $foxrFti£R *f 
•fe tfcjR 3Jt SR9HT ,sn%tf I ^ 1 ^ SlJt ^ R R T 3fk 
ftWR *RT MtfRwt % RsMMI £ I 5FSR* $ fox? *RR 
3irg g>t H ^ sftr ^ t r^rfcnrt ^ t I R 3% ^ ft W*n 
^t»rmr^Ft jTr t i fa* 3t fafaR 3irg *ft *fe$lM 
35T 4 % 5 I^Rf cRTX^ tfR ^ f i R ^ R ^ JtRW 3J6v|HH 
3t ft^r *TT mm t i 
3T53FR 35T FR*T fe^Sfe FR * *R-*TC *R#T 
^ r <fcft>M 3-4 *^RT *f v$> ^ rc s f^St «rfa gR3t 
t l ,5RH % ?rR: TRS^ t ^ t i^M % N*S<M TJeF g>T?5T 
1 ^ % ^  fa* 3frc 3?f@t J^T 31FRT J^TcTT $ fa* % 
'RJScT ^ T % sidMdlfl ^ t I *3t « n M *f 3td(«l«4) 
3F5T g?t 4$d<I^H ??& 3lk vFR % ^o1l*K, 3TRFSR 
www i # r 3i^ 0.45 fa # °qrcr sfa ^i 3}st git 
?rf^ T 5T5FR ^  f^ litr ftW "STRTr t I ^ «inM ^, 3W 
% ?^ T% ^ ^IcT W> 3 # ^ v3f^RT T^RT ^m t I 
3f#it ^r 5i#i ^ ?or «irar $ *n% rydHi^i ff#r-R^)Rjn 
^t#T If 31^ ^ ^ T ^5^3?^^ J|)U||S\1[^ H | f ^ t 
'HW 'JS^ g5t MRM*W ft^rfcT 3?^ 3JSVJH+ ^ TH" ^ 
3^nr?t%,sn%^ i I H 5RTK <II<M«I «fr M I R T g>^r 
t fc ?r tJJ^FT *f ^#T trcfr i^g^t ^ 5 i r 2 # fo/% 
^T ?^T'lT%li' I I^% 3TftR7 WTRT t clt ^ H ^ t ^t 
?TF?f ^ ^fe^T SlfR" * ^t TPft if ?PIRT t I 
3W<H$wf Ontraperitoneal) i«l<«H *15$l % 
^ t TPrar c^TT t I I S v f t ^ T ^ T O * 3 % 4 % # 
3ft Tigr sic^ ^qr ??qR>r TTCJ, % ^t g5t i^uf % ^STOH 
WIRT ^ ? ^ 3K ^ 3fe5FR ^ > 5f g^f gj^n- ^ | 
"hl^T T9nFff ^ 40-100 ^ OTcIT ^ <^ «1I*K 
IT 3Jl^ c1l*K ^% ?^f ^ 3T# ^T ^RT 3t«t ^T vicHI«W 
3i«vjm Ztft Jf TR^ r «i?r g>r M R - ^ F R 3fk R f^siw 
T^cR 5TCH g5T^ r t I 
^ t # i sq^rr % ^R: SPPT ^: frit * 3fe% ^RFTT 
TTcT % 9.00 3wT 3fk 5TRT: 2.00 ^T % 3ft 5f 3 % 6 
^# *re?ft t vicHil^ d 3lst gSt jfoar ^ r ^ R 0.28 R ^ H 
*1T ^ R >^T t I ^RR PTOR % T^T ^jft" IT 3RR" 
f^T »T ^PJT Sf 3fe^R W ^ ftcIT ^, 3f€t W ^T 1.73 
RfeW % W * R t^ 0.83 % 3.09 ftftWH FtcIT t I 
3JSVJHH ^  ^K ^ ^ t 3T55FH t^i % 0.2 R 3t «fR^ RJt 
^ 3fe <bl«UMM SRT 3t«t J^T W T J^TclT ^  I ^T 
3t«t if % fa^ftcT 3JR" ^ t H^Rld 3T«t ^ t 3RFT ^T% 
^51? ?% ^ l I U * 3T*€t 5t T^ cT t 3fk tW^RT 3P5t 
?Rt ^RRT SKT 3^PI ^ TcIT t I 3T5T % ^^Ml^ % far 
^q%r ^ r t i xj^ t% % ^ r 3tst 5^t wzm 0.2 
% 0.3 R ^ R t I 3t«t ^T «TRf 0.80 % 0.85 R 3t 
t I 0.25 % 0.27 R 3t oqRT >^T XT3f> cte" R?; 3t 3 1 ^ 
t I ftfcR * ^R: 15 V2 tjct Jf 3|35f ^T F^T *tiir 
^ 3 l R - i 6 ^ f ^ ? r ^ t 3 k t ^ r ^C^T 3t Ft?ir $ i 
f£*re» ^ t r 3RT ^ T ltJMT-3h,T 
t^fR> 31R" 'RiT f^re> ^RT ^  ^T ^ gjRfcRT ^ R 
cR> 3lcrft t g j *f vR^ 5T qRR-'IWT ^RclT t I TH$ fexr 
X ^ % 40 3F 5TOT ^ «^rtl*K W 3IWttl*K €g», I ^R 
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ftrcsr PH<W W[, ft+i*" T?T aftr ft'orc' IT<R $, ur 
sqiR i>w t i £i> WP I *T % ire F"§?R % i?3> 
IT "st "sist "& ^ $> ^m atet eft 10,000 % 30,000 it9 
*w*wi 5f "?i> *t $ vjirar t 1 F ^ T $ 1^?" ejjft- feR 
T ctaSFC eft W l f¥"*"<bt <FT $£ *iMlnlRc1 ^TT t aftf 
<Y "HR efcfoij ftirc" slcr t 1 ^ fifr 5f \ j% <iTi4>i 
ft fo ^ , ^ S t f 2-3 $ I 3 i t % 10 i t feR cR> 
^RIT 3~5/ft foafalllf%15lt*fcT<11> 5-10/ft 
% 5R> l l f t ^ I 11 i f f^T *f ^ f ^ l j 4.5 ft % 
^ "SNlf 5TM ^?TT $ 3fa atfSftsiT 3" Tfcft 3RFTT 
$ ' ^ f t eft "eft ^FRIT t 1 12 i t for ?w -em eft 
•*w 0.2/ft fo AIT IJJT eR r^ $ aflr 13 i t % 20 i t 
far % afer 0.5-1.0/ft fo cn» ISRT t 1 18 % 20 
i f fcR cfej, 0.10 % 0.15 ft fo eft HPIT *T 3l?5lrfHl 
<b£ftKH ^ M T 'n^r in- i^ipr # f^rr «rrar $ 1 
^R^T i>r% £i> *f fitir wrar $ 1 3r $ 1 ^ va^  % 
31.|I^VJH eft TT^ n" I f R t «3ft"C 3WlPWl eft HT5IT UT eRcT 
MH<^*"«n «IR t 1 
¥^T $ 20 f^ t ^ 1 K ^ 8 f t ^ t l » t ^ T ?5Hf 
5TW 1*cT $ #C 31 *Mf<H«l i t Stl* ^t TT * FJcT 
$ fa"% "#n" ^ r t 1 F ^ T % #rr cur eft 
i ra^- '^r 3RF1T eft artct^ cn" 35-42*/. t 1 
*Wt<RU| e f r ^ q R r ^ R e ^ O l t f c R i f e T 7-10 
ft i t eft "dirt STRT T^ci" $ afk nFft ^ t 3tk ^ r 
tTMT-,it^T ^ f ^ TJ1> % 8 ^ WW 3fa 0.8 % 1.0 
^ iNnf 11^ <3a1l+K ^ f ^ T v 3 q % ^ r ^ | " f f i l^ 
wnm $m % 3nuK * ai^nr i^ 5cit T^t ^ i mm 
^T % T?1» % ^  % 3lft^ v51Tf ^  "frit % "^R-'tN'T 
* feir 5NT W ^q^T 15TrT t I ^fe T%cT ^ Hl^^lH 
mtfft % 0.5 % i.o ft i t «?MnSt an^K % i ? w ITRIT 
1>W ^ 1 2 0 l t % 6 0 l t f e T , « H ' ^ 3 ^ ^ i t i n ' 
OTUK" JIM F^ T |f, ^fi 1»t ^^ni^cl l 40*/. t I X5^ % 
# % "^r OTIJTTIT^' ^  i?t srfcJftw aik "*flrir ^  T I ^ 
3Jk "$f ifNt % ?PM: 0.25 % 1.0 3Jk" 0.15/ft ?ft 1»t 
^T T fertldl t I T$f> % 1.5 % # anUFC cR> "3% "JTST 
f ^ ? I * T t ? T * ftSTT 3fk T ^ T % fe^cT t I IS 
l i t f TT l^T % ITT ^ T % TflcT T I^ tT % ftftcT 
"Mslfe*1! IM&'Si" % f^1T «TTcTr t I 1.5 % # % 1R" 
"itar ft^ fi?r *fe?T % ftf$RT Tt*tT B^TOTT t i fl"g§Et % 
w P T ^ r r t i i tanurr^r?f fw*PRUTT#Csl^ 
rt'ii*< viMy<w ^?rr 11 7-10 % i t i5t ?5irf in* aranr 
# r 2-3 "R r^t i?t ang 5iM UTT CRJ #?f "^ t ff=r ftfet 
% TTfiH - " ^T UTTT "^  I W ajIFir f^ % c I l M ^ * m&t 
ft^ % ^ % itftcT 5t?T T felT «iW ^ I l^f 33 
%. " ^ ^ "£ 64 " ^ - ^ "61% t I l i f t UT 3TTtnTT ft51? 
snnr ^ i 
FIR '^ f^ R 
iranrflti 3HFIT, T5# i»t arfMi^iT affc ffe * 
afggfj^  "^rr 11%^ 1 «iR*4lci+d*. y&3 HKT aftr 1^ i % 
3icR"«l"?$tl "^T f ^ f ^ " 3 ^ $ I cKT 1>t 3"f^ *d*" 
• ^ %i5^ 5t 0.5 i t strr "sf"^ ^ 1 «i^ i5t a i i ten 
*# 5 ft HT/^. % 3lft^ Tgt -$tit # I 3-WI+R.^^ 
HtffM l5t ^ f t ^ i r 27 attT 31°C "^ T cTTT 3f^ RT 
t I ft#T altft^R 5 "4t i t TTT, ^"fW 26-31 0/00, 
i t . T ^ 7.9 % 8.3, UdMfa* anf^JR 3 ft OT/fe IT f5% 
1>T FRT 1T%^ | aiftqj HIciMLrt^ * 3lk ^1*10 «itit 
*^t f f e 6pWI^ FIR "T t^ "^ R ^TT ^ I 
•u€t * ftqfa ^ 5 1 ? ^ ^ ^ ^ m Mi>Mfe4>l 
•3q-gi?T I J W t i 5 i t "?5iTf x 5 i t "iterf n ^ T& 
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m$ ^ $ faqk % f^ 7 # ^farf 0.10 3t ^fl«ii 
3 k 0.07 *ft v^nf ^ ? 5 ^ viH^ <w T^cf $ i R^JC 
5f tifomisg Oft TO ata QifofaflH Oft t) 3fo ft** 
TOPTC! % ^ m w ^ncr $ 1 I ^ T #rerc ^feq iflf^r 
^ t % $ 31PPTT % 3T3*rrc FFTT, ^ rcfft 3 k \i<m<n W 
3ft #T !R»R $" W viM^«W 3RcT ? I FM % RflJ 
*tte T%CT uiid)4K vi^ <w ^nir $ «i«ifa> ^ $ t 3 k MCM H^ 
3HW Tft 7 % 10 fa f^t 3 k ^f f f 3>t «IT9JTfWf 35T 
3rra»r<: "^w 9 % 25 fa ir $ i v$> im 'fare t*ufta 
g®r TIT *rr£t $ FT 3Jr4t *f ^for^s^rr t 3 k s t f aH 
# ¥ TOSt STCT TJ3fT WT % faR TPT *f ?fa ^IT t I 
3*cT f I 
Hi£* 3R5TC 
7 % 10 % 3t ^ sfcrf 5^t 3<ife4Mf sst # r 
T$tft 3> f&tr 12-15 % 'ft ^ T ?faTf 3 k 80-100 HT 
1TC JTRT ^ f era- FTCT *f ^RH-'ftW 3RcT $ IFTO W 
*f l > M ^ 3ST £Mft# % 0.3 % 0.7 % *ft $ ^5St 
^ t T ^ W ^ T i ^ % i f t a f k 3cTT5^  W *T 2.5 % 
# 3TRPK % ^ 5 ! % fe^lcT t I FNT 3 k ^ftt *f 
*ft*TC 3>t ^ Srft*- WK 35T 10*/. 3 k v3cHI«H W *f 
c^TT $ I 2 % 3 *#ft $ IK «W ?T 15-20 % ^t 
^t ?^Tf 3fk ?JTPI 200-250 JTT TK 5TRT R^cT t , ? ^ 
40/^* t I 3-5 *#ft ^ 3fer »13# 30-40 % # 
?faTf 3?k 600-800 ITT TR" EM ?Mt t # C ^ R ^ N 
^T «TI^ t t I FRT % vJrtctH W CRT ^t aMfadl 
90-951f. t I 
^ i y *t «M W , ^5^ 3lk T^# ^ a^TOT ?t 
4«w*iO ^ T^J ^ t wmt $ i g ^ <^wfl ^ 
KfoiiriH wz ?t «IT% 3Jk «rrar w ^r «nr 3if^j Fft 
% ^ R T ^t IT eta i^tff ^ 3fer «IM w , ' ^ 3 k 
tin ttf YMPhcHI 
*R5cT ^  '• ^ f k 35T ?f^ > 3 k T^«f ' l ^ ?t «IHT 3 k 
?Bt 3rrar 3£ % ^ T ijgj ^ ?ra> 220 ^t i t ipr ^f i^R 
feT % fetf forr «iRr ^ 1 
vi^ MKH 3 k 3#fa» 3RWT 
'5^?J ^ W % t^T «IM W *sl|-c|*< %^ ^JT 
^M SRT H«jf$i4t 35t T ^ t «JTdt t I ^ ^TfcR S^rC 
% 6 % 7 »#^f % UWH % ^r? 600 fe in *m& STRT 
?Wt % I 5,000 1ft2 $3T % 32 xT5Rt % T^F % SlfcT 
# f % 19.2 ^T 3 k arfcT ^  38.4 Z1 i&$t 5TTRT ffdt 
$• I J%$> W$ ifc 3iIclK«W PrfcT ^ 4,50,000 T^ «i5T faSSJ" 
PbnP^w r^rfcr ^ t <Tr*rffa ^ k r , ^ k r , ^tf ^ ? y 
3irfe 5^t STRF^rf ^ t ^ I l ^ t % *TCcT ^ viHsf>«*l ?fti 
qr *ft ^ ? r < M M ^t 3frw 3 t e ^ f ^ r ^  ^ H T 
f ^ W<*H TC SIR ^ t t^ir «TT I 3K#?T ^R? ^ 4»TD^ 
*g£t HlfcW*! 3TfTOH IWR 3 k p^fSl" «!^ ?T #Tf 
s k ^ c ^ T ^ ^ 3tffc^ «IKfl1<l -H-HT^ CI HK^MHI 5KT 
fotr T^Cf ^ T«f 3 k ^fa W&1 #5T>r 5RT W % ^ ft ^ 
?m wm ^3ir i afar 5FJR* 5^t ^ q?ja[ xSTFranft 5^t 
wprar% «nwif # s^sr Sifter ITJPH 3 k 4WitcHm 
t^ir vJTT R^JcTT t I ft>to«ft"H 3 k ftf^C f^ ^  ^t 
i>t 3Tt^ t f^ff ?H ^ J^RT ^ t J^T FflrfcT ^C^ t^St 
^T 'ft W R^>cft t I faTfcT ^t ^ f e %. ^ t «3??R 
Ferrer f^ >rer jrrf^ 5T«T «l% T^rf^ qt 3Jt ^ICMKH ?FT 
^ JRJTST^  $ &$m, 3T^T % fafa: *ritit $ 
^tTR TTCcT $ 3 f&T-^ TTT % grcjte cRT ^  H^t S^T 
SSFFT 3>W t afN" 45.8 % # 3ft ^ T f JfM i f t cRT 
V$f Tm t I *fa#T ?TT?5t *f TS^ ^ *f T$ 1.5 % 3 
fa. 3TT ajtt ^ ^ *t 5 fa. JIT cRi ^ ScTT $ I ^F *ft 
^5T T^RTT $ f a fa<r*l #5F *t W ITJFR Wm t I FT 
arfTRt % we: ifcrr $ fa TRW *t FT$ 5TJFR afa 
4l«falM $ ^ft *f ^ScTT ^#t I FTfatf FT *T3vft $ 
#*foTR, 3^T $ f *R TPTt ^ FT35T JT3FR, 5TCTCT, fa*TT 
mftfafcl* <Mt *f af55R* 3TTft $ ^ " 3 f f a p 3T«m 
vfNt $ 5T3FFT afk t i^H $ f^ r 3f% $TT atK 
FIR aTRcntf $ I fiFTJC ^  cJ?HT *t TRcT 3>T cT£fa W 
TfafacT T^ ifa*" ^7T t? 3tk STO cRT, S3T # T *J3TT 
TcBH tttcT *T«pt $ fat? tedHI* altt :3$ta ^ t^T $f&lj 
$lPl+K+ #T * gSKT ^ 7 5f HllcWcfl 3T?^m I V 
URT 4 0), 1987 $ aRSTC FT *TcFR *f Tfa WTTCT 
$ i far *ft ^ ^ ^s - FTPTT *t, arrPfa ?5m 3»t ^ t e 
% ^ F t T s r $ i F T M t % T U R W K ^ t J r # r ^ 
•mwi jd W R <sr farcr forr *rrar $ i 
FT$ fotf c^TT ?fts^ r <fr folj vJMiJ^ i ^ f 3T?5T 
swHifJid (feas) w ^ q h 3>r?rr £ i F R w& fl* 
TOT t aflt *fci&4t gJT ^  falTf TT ^  3TFT WIT^ 
tart I F5TCT % Trft Tlf TSf^ff «RT ^  ^ W i&R 
^ r ?r^t t atr ^ F ^ %%^T ^ r ^ i 
«nfct, ^ F R T «ntcr, g^H, iiMi^« TRT atk SPT 
MsjI^ qt ^ t M i t ^ t FET flfcf % T^^ racft t I ^^ iRcF5FT 
P^PT 5f ^ r 3>r ws t^R atU rt<^uidi arffor ir% ^  "gpir^ r 
% W ^ < Sflfol? TJTcT ?r ?J% T^T% *f TT^t % % 
^ ^ T % fe^ «T€tT «r?7 5^t aflrerr ci€tq CTM ar?^ 
a r ^ r i trr i TKCT * ?i€t^  fcit * VJM I^'K, ^p»r aik 
*«UHciy*sfi w- "TitRt %x^" ^  >^t ar^r *f ^ ^ «rr?r wet 
?t W$ %$ fo'&\ $> t ^ a r ^ 7 1 i t«FT ^ t *t 
^t M Jt ^5^ «rr?y w 5^t ^ im i "Rft i t *ra>3t, ^ i t 
^ r f e^ r ^ t ar^rr m> cre^ r cirat ^ 1RT9R ^ [ ^ ^ r 
STRTil%w:*?&w& w ^ $ «ncr^ i ^ ^ r ^ f e i r 
Trfcr i?nt T^ ir^r ^ wri t *t ^ R i(*ritM arftRj' ^ R T 
t i FT ^ rat I T T^S ^ ? F ^5^TT arra^^ t i 
feq- i i ^ i ^ i 5^t arf^r w<t><w\ t i ^rj^n- urer % 
?^qT^ T 5^t ^ fe % TJ^ aT#iH ^ ??? w r r # 
arr^w WRTT t i 
V8$\ ~Jfe$t 5^t aftT 5RTET ^T# t I 
FT 'Tc^R fttcT ^T ^T# ^5T IsETCT ^ t t% FT 
% T ^ t ^ t SllOfU ^T % FTR ?R ^5t *f«IWHI t I m 
T^fffgH uTg? ^t4t ^ t HlftiMfrfl % fe? # ^IH^K4> ^T 
ufTcTT t I Fl% ¥5teR * 15 % 20 # ^ t i f t fa ^5t 
Htjl^ i^t ^ r T^RT itar ^ i W»VH ?TO i f t ^ ^ K T ^ 
iRR *f ^ t irf itrT t frR& T d >^T Wrtl^tcl TT *ft fCT 
aro^ TT5crr ^ i 
si<WHi$d TC^R x^ > «iHiIyi*-arrr% WTFTT 
^ i F T ^ ^ " % ^ ft t^ ^ r^r awcT # r TT # arrPfe' 
w r arr^r ?TTT atf^ RF FR_% ^ nr"r % FT *f ^ r ^ r 
t \ ITCFH ^T4 TTCT Jt # r * ^TTT H#ET 5^t Fraft 
«rNr ^ R T ^ yj$*rt i t «TRIT t i ^at t ^ t FT ^T4 
% I^^Rid 3ST% 5^t vrf^ RT ^tnT atk Fr£ ^ ? ^ ^  OVJJ'IK 
^T 3T^Tr «Tt ^ TT ^ T t ^ I 
•anr. ^ . w& 'TTFT, ^t TF " ^ anr arrf «PT *il««t)c 
3T#IR ^§T, + l l ^ *d 5KT cT^ K ^5t i f t W I 
v3^: * r ^ * ^afomt ^ f^ ^OTTR^- wm* 
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i^fe^nST •$£ 3 W3T W faff fa 9dl«9£<l l^dlO^dl* 
fcrf<J> 4 CH1W, 1985 $ ^ <jjt * |IVil«l $ 
^ i M t ft* «n?T * ^ % 70 ^ ^ T f % WTPT 3TRHT 
^ ^ 50 T^NT, ^  ^t #c *j^ w ster ^s 
%qg- MiMii M d^lO^ di wrier^Mt i i^5t 
^57 sfalf 631 % # , 3<fa*cW %" 186 % *ft 3?ft 3tf*RKPT 
v£*nf 113 % # t I W*X *TTC 8 Z* 3N*I*W felT I 
?^5t atffo- ^JTIT r^fT ^ T # T $ ^T^T 1% ^ T 
*f ft ste fair i 
* tft. ft Mffi TK, -ft VF VF> m*: m ?x 
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